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Newark Visitor’s Center - Portal to the City on the Meandering Passaic 
 
The City of Newark was established along the Passaic River in 1666.  The sinuous form of the Meandering River creates 
a definitive city edge, which evolved throughout the City’s history – from a bustling industrial center to a series of un-
derutilized parking zones. In contrast to the surrounding city, now based on a service economy with sports and cultural 
facilities attracting regional residents, the proposed site lags behind in urban revitalization, making it an ideal location 
for the new Visitor’s Center.  Witnessing the transformation of its edge, the River remains a constant, evoking move-
ment by its nature.

Sited adjacent to the future Riverfront Park, the Newark Visitor’s Center will serve as a threshold from the dense high-
rise fabric of Downtown Newark to many diverse neighborhoods, such as the Ironbound.  As part of the evolving wa-
terfront open space network,  the Center is a landscape of memory of Newark’s past a present, also serving as a portal 
to the future.

The Newark Visitor’s Center is a dramatic landform that mediates the scale of Downtown and the Ironbound.  Its shape, 
derived from the Meandering Passaic, includes a sweeping profile and sinuous lines of glazing.  Contemporary in form, 
the transparency allows an onlooker’s gaze to flow through the Center, from the City to the River.

The Center’s curvilinear form promotes ease of movement.  Just as the Meandering River erodes its edges and collects 
deposits, the Center’s layout creates spaces for people to collect and gather.  The program spaces are set back under a 
green roof. These volumes, like stones along a river edge, are wrapped in maps of Newark and display event informa-
tion. In the evening, video screens emblazon the night sky and appear through the curving ribbons of glazing the land-
scape. Like eyelids, the Center’s openings reveal something special about Newark! A place to learn about Newark’s past, 
its present, and a view to its green and sustainable future, the Center is a landscape of opportunity – and like the River 
itself, a witness to City’s transformation through time.

Inside, beneath the sweeping green roof, all of the building’s elements are on view.  Permanent program spaces include 
an auditorium, gallery, store and café, but also include flexible spaces that can be reshaped as the need arises.  The 
green roof and ample glazing mesh indoor with outdoor, highlighting a landscape of natural beauty, as it meanders in 
time with the Passaic – as a portal to the great City of Newark.
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wood path/ decking/seating
    Access to roof sculpture, roof garden, roof cafe. 
    Allows views to the river and back onto the city. 
    Path elements become steps as well as seating 
    as a place to sit and experience Newark.

planted roof
   Planted area for the community and as an 
    extension of the riverfront park. 

glazed enclosure
    As the roof lifts from the ground transparent
     enclosure allows views inward as well as 
     outward linking the city’s past with the present.

enclosed program
    Scattered deposits of enclosed program 
      encourages the visitor to meander through the 
      spaces. The walls covered with information 
      and exhibits of Newark inform and direct the 
      visitor.

  

open circulation field
    An open field of structural columns encourage 
     movement through the center. Placed with the  
     same flowing logic of programmatic spaces, 
     the columns force one to meander through the 
     exhibits.

  

parking/ hardscapes
    48 Parking spaces. Parking located behind and 
      below the visitor’s center allows visitors to 
      either venture on to the waterfront park or 
      go directly into the visitor’s center.  

1     Main Lobby
2     Information Center
3     Access to Park
4     Permanent Display Area
5     Flex/ Interactive Display Area
6     Conference Room
7     Auditorium
8     Water Feature
9     Gallery/ Reception Space
10   Reception Area
11   Gift Shoppe
12   Bike Tour/ Bus Dispatch

Mezzanine Level

Ground Level

13   Utility Zone     
14   Storage/ Flex Rooms
15   Break Room
16   Employee Bathrooms
17   Employee Offices
18   Restrooms 
19   Stepped Roof Access Path
20   Ramped Roof Access Path
21   Security/Police/ First Aid
22   Cafe Prep Space
23   Cafe Seating
24   Terrace Cafe Seating
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View from information center into gallery and exhibit spaces

Interior view looking towards gift shoppe and out to open plaza

Park Users
Stop by to use facilities.
Grab a snack at the cafe for lunch.
Go on a bike tour of the park or city.

Students 
Hands on ecology lab at water’s edge with interactive 
exhibits inside NVC.

VIP/ Government O�cials
Make public speeches, attend meetings  
and attend special events. 
Entry available through rear stairwell 
near reserved parking spaces.

Tourists 
Stop by info desk and information galleries to gain knowledge of Newark.   
Meander through various galleries and exhibits.
Continue on to Waterfront Park for a walk or Bike tour.

  

Ironbound Residents
Use auditorium for meetings and community events. 

Business District
Daily commuters  stop by to see a special exhibit.
Spaces are reserved for specials events and meetings.


